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The lost limb: geology and natural history
 

DAVID ELLISTON ALLEN 

(Whatever became of geology?' 
The question may seem absurd, yet it is a far from unreasonable one for 

a historian of natural history to ask. For what finally solidified some two 
hundred years ago into a generally-accepted trinity, an inescapable conjoin
ing of the science of the earth with the sciences of the two kingdoms that 
make up its modern covering, is manifestly now no more. Geology has 
continued to flourish; yet in the course of the past century, slowly and 
unobtrusively, it has slipped out of touch with zoology and botany to the 
point where communications with them have become all but lost. 

Oddly, hardly anything seems to have been written on this massive and 
far-reaching split. Historians of science have focus sed their attention on the 
internal development of the individual disciplines and have had no eyes for 
their external contours and their macrocosmic positioning. Yet the way in 
which disciplines are ordered-or rather seen as ordered-in the wider 
landscape oflearning is surely important in itself. There is a mental cartogra
phy at work here which preconditions the extent to which a discipline 
receives influences from its neighbours. If a science is thought of as closely 
allied to the one we follow ourselves, we make more of an effort to keep 
broadly abreast of it, in the hope of borrowing insights, maybe, or in the 
expectation of coming across findings which fit in fruitfully with what has 
been found in our own science already. If, on the other hand, a science seems 
too distantly relevant to make the effort of becoming acquainted worth
while, we consign it to a mental outer darkness and allow ourselves to forget 
that it exists. Every discipline has, as it were, its nicely gradated surround of 
intimates, friends, acquaintances and contacts. 

Until the middle of the last century geology, botany and zoology saw one 
another as intimates~if not indeed closer even than this. A naturalist was 
anyone who subscribed to the study of the variety and processes of the 
earth: to be fully deserving of the title, therefore, a person needed to be able 
to demonstrate familiarity with the subject right across its range. In the 
eighteenth-century tradition the test of mastery was breadth, not depth, of 
a philosophy articulated and underpinned over the widest possible span. 
The aim of learning was roundedness, and the intellectual globe-trotter was 
still accustomed to travel hopefully. For the purposes of this exploratory 
essay, I have assumed a degree of homogeneity in natural history and its 

[ 2 °3J 
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component studies that more detailed work may show to be unfounded. To 
make fruitful comparisons at the gross level of analysis attempted in this 
paper, some hazardous generalisation forms an unavoidable preliminary. It 
has been necessary to disregard, for example, the often doubtless divergent 
attitudes and behaviour of the small minority of professionals as long as this 
has been a preponderantly amateur field of study simply because they 
constitute no more than a small minority, which may accordingly be set 
aside as exceptional. Similarly, for ease of comparison I have limited my 
terms of reference to Britain. I am nevertheless conscious that the pattern in 
other countries will prove in important respects to have been different and 
that much that is asserted on the strength solely of British experience is 
going to need substantial qualifying. 

'Natural history' is used in this essay in the sense which has prevailed 
since around 1800, of the scientific study of (he surface detail of (he earth 
and of the organisms that inhabit it-in other words, those aspects which are 
amenable to observation, without requiring recourse to laboratory appara
tus. As such, it has been able to remain open to the amateur, indeed in 
botany and zoology is still predominantly contributed to by amateurs, and 
so has survived essentially unchanged the general professionalisation which 
has so profoundly altered the rest of science. For this reason 'natural his
tory' still seems to be both valid and useful as a term. 

The conception of natural history as a single entity was greatly aided by 
the fact that geology's most popular aspect, the collecting of fossils and 
minerals, was manifestly descended from those very same 'curious' cabinets 
of the dilettanti as the collecting of specimens of animals and plants. Many 
fossils were plainly just so many shells, scarcely to be distinguished from 
those ordinary products of our shores which had once provoked 'la conchy
liomanie' and still sustained its attenuated outcome. Others were equally 
plainly bones-and bones were the province of the zoologist. To a reassur
ing extent geology thus merged insensibly into these sister facets. 

That this undifferentiating outlook bequeathed by the cabinet persisted at 
least till the very end of the eighteenth century is well shown by the bewil
dering omnivorousness of the journal kept by Robert Jameson on the occa
sion of his visit to London in 1793. 1 One moment he is admiring 'a very fine 
specimen of the Labrador Stone', the next a 'Great crowned Indian Pigeon', 
(hen some engravings of plants from Botany Bay, then back again to 

a stalactite from the famous Grotto of Antiparos'. Amongst George Hum
phrey's 'natural curiosities' his eye lights on a beautiful group ... of Rock 
Chrystal of a vast size valued at £3°.0.0,' and-the very next item
'a beautiful specimen of the Pennantian Parrot for which he asks £4.4.' All 
the time Jameson is dashing hither and thither from one great collection to 

J J. M. Sweet, 'RobenJamesonin London, 1793', Ann. Sei., 196J,xix, 81-116. 
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another: one evening to Dr Crichton's fossils, another morning the herb
arium of Dr Shaw, the next afternoon Sir Ashton Lever's birds. Almost 
every corner of creation, it seems, is capable of arousing the enthusiasm of 
this polymathic nineteen-year-old. 

It was not merely the outlook of the collector that preserved this indis
criminateness. The very trend in the study of the earth at that period, with 
its dominant emphasis on the classifying 01' minerals, kept the subject in 
a taxonomic groove and thereby aliowed it to continue to resemble the rest 
of natural history. Indeed, it was doubtless this common legacy of the 
classificatory approach that was in large part n:sponsible for the study 
tending in that particular direction in the first place. Certainly it is sugges
tive that it was the French and the Germans, those much more determinedly 
system-minded peoples, who took the drive to systematise mineralogy far
thest ;lnd deepest. 

To escape from this sisterly overshadowing, it was necessary for some 
major new development to occur in the study of the earth which could act 
as a liberating nonconformity. This in due course arrived in the shape 
of Huttonian theory. So abruptiy unfamiliar was such territory for those 
rooted in the taxonomic tradition that their disinclination to move into it 
further opened the way to the emergence at last of a true geology. The later 
dethronement of the mint:ralogical approach itself, partly consequent upon 
the abandoning of the Wernerian system,2 made this autonomy yet more 
certaIn. 

Even so, despjre haviTlg wrenched loo~e, geology remained just alongside 
for a further extended period. The relationship had been too prolonged and 
close to admit of an easy severance. As a iesult there c:mtinued for some 
while yet some traffic between the three, as botanists tried their hand at 
geology or geologists sampled zoology. 

Unlike before, however, geology now had some dangerous advantages
and not a few who thus wandered over ended up by staying. The very dis
tance the study had achieved from the rest of natural history gave it a slight 
allure of the exotic. More potently, it also carried the appeal of intellectual 
forbidden fruit; it was here that the reality oforganic evolution gave greatest 
promise of being uncovered. Above all, it accorded best with the then 
modish Romanticism. At a period when some acquaintance with science had 
become essential standard equipment for tht: upwardly striving, this was at 
once the most obvious area for newcomers to set about cultivating. 

Probably there were homelier causes too. Naturalists are particularly 
given to being obsessional, and those most deeply obsessed can have found 
only the one pursuit at a time endurable. Buckland, for example, had started 
out with the customary schoolboy's addiction to hunting for birds' nests 

2 R. Porter, The making ofgeology, Cambridge, 1977, pp. 170-6. 
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and eggs and might well have continued as a zoologist (as indeed his son 
later did) had he not chanced upon the more tantalisingly mysterious and 
(for him) more dashingly eccentric activity of hunting and collecting fossils 
-and thereupon found it necessary to make a wholesale switch. Jameson's 
conversion, similarly, was to be a permanent and exclusive one-and regard
less of the fact that the chair he occupied was titularly one of a broader 
Natural History. Lyell, on the other hand, likewise lured across from the 
botanico-zoological wing, kept a better balance. The son of a well known 
botanist commemorated in the moss genus LyeIIia, he had been primarily an 
entomologist till won over by Buckland's lectures while at Oxford. In his 
case the earlier loyalties proved to have taken hold too well for the break to 
become total; for he was to write frequently on zoological topics in after 
years and, with lasting fruitfulness, biological considerations never ceased to 
inform his preponderantly geological thinking. 

Returning the compliment, leading botanists like Babington and Henslow 
faithfully remained Fellows of the Geological Society. This mere deed was 
not ofcourse demanding and to some extent it must be seen as no more than 
a token ofrespect for a sister science that had superior standing. With botany 
in panicular, however, geology had a palpable affinity and it was only to be 
expected that botanists with broader outlooks should look in this direction 
in particular. Out of around four hundred and twenty members whom it 
now proves possible to trace of the ill-documented Botanical Society of 
London, which flourished for twenty years from 1836, as many as twenty
three belonged to the Geological Society as well and at least another ten are 
known to have had geological interests.) Taking into account the not incon
siderable number whom it has not yet proved possible to identify, perhaps as 
many as one in every nine of these botanists was sufficiently geologically
inclined to take this to the point of forming a collection of fossils or at least 
being prepared to meet the relatively heavy cost of a specialist society 
subscription. These, moreover, were by and large the most active and capable 
field botanists throughout the country: the mere men-about-town who 
loomed so large in the metropolitan societies mostly opted instead for the 
grander and more exclusive Linnean. The extent of the overlap between the 
Botanical and Geological Societies is thus probably as good a measure as any 
of the two sciences' contemporary interpenetration. Below this level, in the 
strictly local and regional societies, separate sections for the different sciences 
were not as yet the rule and so rhe proportional allegiances are irrecoverable. 

Botanists had a special reason to interest themselves in geology at this 

) D. E. AlIen. The botan£sts: a history ofthe Botanical Society ofthe British Isles throughout 
a hundred and fifty years, Winchester, 1986, pp. ;-65, 20l-2[, This appears to be the only 
metropolitan society of this period which has been the subject of an intensive membership 
analysis. See also idem, 'Arcana ex multitudine: prosopography as a research technique', Arch. 
Nat. Hist., 1990, xvii, 349-59. 
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period because of the then fashionable concern with explaining plant distri
butions largely in terms of the underlying rocks. Areas of outstanding 
appeal to the fossil hunter or the geological mapper also had a marked 
tendency to be good botanical hunting grounds as well. These two sciences 
thus had the appearance of being particularly natural bedfellows. 

Geology and botany were further akin in representing the non-animal 
side of natural history: entomology automatically grouped itself with orni
thology by virtue of the fact that both of these were concerned with living 
creatures. Both of the latter, moreover, held out the sporting appeal of 
a chase. The various major segments of natural history thus mentally ranged 
themselves along a spectrum, with geology at one end of this, conchology 
next, botany in the middle, entomology beyond that and ornithology at the 
other far extreme. The membership of the Botanical Society of London 
roughly reflects these degrees of affinity in its pattern of secondary affili
ations.4 

As knowledge expanded, however, attempting to ride more than one 
scientific horse began to become increasingly uncomfortable. To achieve 
success in doing so, indeed, now became a sign of special genius. Strickland 
is the outstanding example here, making his mark at much the same period 
as ornithologist and geologist equally. In the space of a mere fifteen years he 
not only earned the coveted Readership in Geology at Oxford, but also gave 
a decisive direction to the study of birds in Britain, converting this 'from 
a "scientia amabilis" into a serious science', partly by showing the systema
tists important topics to investigate. s Historians of ornithology believe his 
geological experience may have been partly responsible for his originality. 

Yet had Strickland only been spared for a full-length career, it is hard to 
believe that he would not have settled down as either a geologist or an 
ornithologist unequivocally. Certainly, in perhaps the best known other 
contemporary instance, that ofEdward Forbes, there is the distinct impres
sion of the intellectual splits. F orbes's first love, throughout his life, was 
marine biology. Botany was a subsidiary enthusiasm of his schooldays, but 
this had begun to pall by the time he went to university. Yet, when his father 
went bankrupt and financial straits forced him (like De la Beche and Robert 
BakeweIl) to turn his recreation into his profession, contrary to all his 
expectations, the best paid work he could find was a combination of the 
Curatorship of the Geological Society with the even less remunerative Pro
fessorship of Botany at King's College, London. The strain of working in 

, In so far as data on [his poim are now recoverable, at least 34 members of the Botanical 
Society were also entomologists (as against 43 with geological interests) bur only 14 were also 
ornithologists. Anomalously, no more than 14 are revealed as conchologists, [hough a further 
5 took iu marine zoology in some other form. 

; E. Stresemann,Ornithology;fromAristotle to the present (tr. H.]. and C. Epstein, ed. G. W. 
Cottrell), Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1975, p. 225· 
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three fields simultaneously, and even more the intense frustration of not 
being able to give himself wholly to the one that he greatly preferred and to 
which he looked for his reputation, no doubt played their part in undermin
ing his health and bringing about his death prematurely.6 

Within a few years versatility such as this had become fatally suspect. 
Knowledge had expanded to a point where it was no longer possible to make 
out that there was just the one single discipline with a series of specialised 
branches. True, it was just at this very same point that a central principle was 
revealed which enabled these to be grappled together logically far more 
tightly than before. Yet the unifying effect of evolutionary theory was to be 
slight in the face of this much deeper functional disintegration. The practical 
realities which govern the discrimination and demarcation of disciplines are 
necessarily more compelling than any merely conceptual counter-influence. 

In any case, geologists were slow to react to The origin of species. J. 
Challinor has pointed out: 

The publication of Darwin's book did not at once cause a rush among 
palaeontologists to find more evidence as to the manner in which new 
fossil species appeared in the rocks. One might have thought that at
tempts in evolutional palaeontology would have been very much to the 
fore in the eighteen-sixties, but it was not till nearly the end of the 
century that deliberate studies began to be made in Britain.7 

Perhaps this is to be seen as just one more indication of the widening 
estrangement. Geologists had simply become accustomed by then to look
ing in quite other directions. 

As further conclusive evidence of this, geologists and naturalists of other 
persuasions from around this time cease to exhibit their previous propensity 
to intermarry. This had been the most concrete testimony of all that the 
devotees of natural history of whatever variant constituted a single, indivis
ible community. What is more, as proof that it was their branch of the 
subject that had now risen to dominance, it had been the up-and-coming 
men of geology who had lately been winning the hands of the daughters of 
natural history's Establishment. De la Beche, for example, had married the 
daughter of Lewis Weston Dillwyn, co-author with Dawson Turner of the 
pioneer Botanist's guide of 1805 as well as a prominent conchologist. Strick
land, going one better, had become the son-in-law of Sir William Jardine, 
the wealthy ornithologist and conceiver-cum-sustainer of the long-running 
Naturalist's library that helped to buttress immediately pre-Victorian zo
ology. After mid-century no more such alliances are detectable; and the 

6 G. Wilson and A. GeikJe, Memoir of Edward Forbes, Edinburgh, r86r,pamm. 
7 J. Challinor, The history of BntJ5h geology: a bibl£ographieal study, Newton Abbot, r97 f, 

pp. 139-4°· 
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inference must be that geologists had dropped right out ofa marriage market 
that had by now been rendered irrelevant. 

Given the vast outpouring of more and more specialised knowledge, it 
was only to be expected that a greater divergence should have begun to 
occur, that geology should finally have broken away from the main land
mass of natural history and been borne off majestically on its intellectual 
magma in some other, as yet unpredictable direction. But it was much less 
clear that this necessarily had to coincide with a severe downward move
ment in its public following. 

Of this decline there can surely be no question. Before mid-century, 
geologists worked in the full public glare. Even as late as 1858 it was still 
apparently justifiable to claim: 'There is no branch ofScience which attracts 
so general-it may be said so popular-an interest as Geology.'s By the end 
of the century all but fellow geologists were becoming oblivious of its 
doings. True, there was a general falling-off in those years of the readiness of 
the man-in-the-street to try to keep abreast of scientific developments, as 
discoveries rapidly proliferated and as science as a whole became infinitely 
more technical and specialised. Yet in geology the waning of interest does 
seem to have been more than ordinarily widespread and pronounced. 

A variety of explanations for this can be adduced. Romanticism had gone 
off the boil. Terrible monsters had lost their initial shock. Limitless age no 
longer seemed so impressive. From the I 860s the thrust for origins became 
man-centred - and that meant a shift to anthropology and in due course to 
archaeology as well. The turnpikes and the canals had long since been built 
and by now the majority of the railways too, so there was a decline in 
conspicuous excavation, with its proneness to generate fossil hunters. The 
eventual unveiling of evolution had deprived the study of its appealing 
subversiveness. The big and simple finds had all been made: everything after 
that was bound to seem undramatic by comparison and as drama attracts 
performers so the age of great performers was consequently dead. Most 
simply of all, geology had been the fashion and, as with all things that fall 
prey to fashion's spell, the pace had become too hot to last: quite literally the 
interest had exhausted itself. 

Tendencies within the science itself ml,lst also have contributed. Its very 
maturing intellectually ushered in a general cooling, relieving it of its famed 
disputatiousness-and thereby ridding it of those hangers-on who had 
merely come (as Lockhart said of himself) 'to see the fellows fight'. With the 
healing of those rifts there grew up a greater disciplinary solidarity, with 
the emphasis on communal endeavour rather than on combat between 
individual gladiators. The instituting of the Natural Sciences Tripos at Cam
bridge in 185 I had opened the way to a steadily broadening professionalisa

• The Geolog'$t5' AssoCJ.atlOrJ, t8j8-19j8, ed. G. S. Sweeting, Colchester, J958, p. 2. 
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tion; and young men dependent on their salaries and looking to their careers 
could nO[ afford the luxury of hitting out regardless in the manner of the 
gentlemen-scholars. In any case they had far less cause to, for on more and 
more of the essentials of the study there had now developed a broad consen
sus. 9 Polemics belonged with the heroics of that now-past age of geology. 

In the eyes of the rest of science, too, the subject was experiencing 
a downgrading. Once it had been the undisputed leader: after mid-century it 
was doubtfully even the first among equals. For evidence of this, as Kennard 
has shown,JO we need look no further than the annual choices for President 
of the British Association: from 183 I to 1894, eighteen geologists received 
that honour; from 1894 to 1931 (even allowing for the much shorter period), 
it was thought worthy of only five. In part this can be explained simply by 
the greater number of disciplines expecting a share of an unalterably-sized 
cake, but in part it seems likely to reflect a loss, relative or absolute, in 
standing. Yet this does not necessarily imply that the subject was in any way 
deficient at this period intellectually. What it was deficient in, more fatally, 
was glamour. It was old-established; it was not an experimental study; it was 
not pursued by members of the new, white-coated priesthood. 

The introduction of geology into the curricula of higher and further 
education only served to widen the severance from botany and zoology. 
A high proportion of the students who took it were bound for mining or 
engineering or other bleakly industrial destinations; the world of techno
l<?gy with which they identified was emphatically not the world of natural 
history. Geology had to fight for its place in the academic sun, and to begin 
with could thrive only as an ingredient in more general elementary 
courses. ll To escape from this treadmill existence, senior teachers inevitably 
pressed for, and took for themselves, higher-level courses which gave greater 
opportunities for specialisation. As a result their diet of geology became 
purer and purer and, often too, more and more esoteric, taking them out of 
touch with the wider base of their discipline and, more particularly, with the 
work of rheir colleagues in the sciences that abutted on it. The splitting of 
the chair of Natural History at Edinburgh in 1871 (followed, soon after, by 
a separate laboratory for the zoologists) was symbolic of an alienation 
occurring more generally.12 Compounding this, the scholarly action-as 
with the flare-up ofinterest in petrology after 1870 -was increasingly in just 
those areas of the subject that had escaped the attentions of the earlier 

• R. Poner, 'Geology in (he Cambridge Natural Sciences Tripos, 1851-1914', unpublished 
paper, p. 8. 

10 A. S. Kennard, 'Fifty and one years of (he Geologists' Association', hoc. Geo!. Ass., 1948, 
Iviii,271-93' 

11 R. Porter, 'The development of rhe teaching of geology in Britain 1660-19"4', unpub
lished paper, p. 10. 

12 J. B. Morrell, 'The patronage of mid-Victorian science in the University of Edinburgh', 
Sei. Stud., 197J, iii, 353-88. 
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workers precisely because of their remoteness from, and incongruence with, 
their essentially field concerns. To this extent there was a parallel with the 
contemporary opening-up of novel, necessarily laboratory sub-sciences by 
the burrowers of the New Biology. 

Inevitably, too, a growing professionalisation threw up its daunting ring
fence of technical terms and insiders' jargon. Even had the self-taught and 
non-specialists not been deterred already, this alone was enough to repel 
them in discomforting numbers. 'Original articles are ... often toO technical 
to be understood', one of its Presidents was complaining to the Geologists' 
Association by 1894;13 'the advances are made chiefly by specialists many of 
whom write in cipher, whose ways are dark, and whose language is by no 
means plain.' It was in the nature of all toO much of the subject, moreover, to 

evolve into a scarcely manageable complexity. By 1886 the total number of 
fossil species known from Britain alone was estimated at upward of 19,000. 14 

No ordinary collector could expect to cope with such overwhelming diver
sity-and yet if his specimens remained nameless, much of its meaning went 
out of his pursuit. 

Nor did it help that the systematic primary survey of the country, which 
in all other fields was to present the amateur with a vast and almost inex
haustible challenge, had become in geology the responsibility of a special 
corps of professionals, who were prosecuting the work with unmatchable 
expertise and thoroughness. The big expansion of the Geological Survey 
that occurred in the 'sixties merely served to heighten the impression of 
a take-over and intensified the mandarin apartness. 

It says much for the stolidness of the amateurs who clung on that they 
were able to make such a success-eventually-of the extra-national body 
which had been called into being in 1858 specially in response to their 
needs. ls So hauntingly similar to the then just-extinct Botanical Society of 
London as to seem almost its reincarnation, the Geologists' Association, like 
that predecessor, saw itself from the first as a mutual-aid association for 
beginners. More deeply, it embodied a current of defiant primitivism; the 
products of the Working Men's College in Great Ormond Street who 
banded together to form it, felt themselves closer to the ground, truer 
guardians of the field tradition than the essentially indoor, comparatively 
pompous Geological Society-which was seen as the home, rather, of 'the 
illustrious Professors and Masters in the Science' (in the words of the 
Association's original prospectus).16 

It was an exact repeat of the split that had taken place in metropolitan 

13 H. B. Woodward, 'Geology in the field and in the study', PTOC. Geof. Ass., 1894, xiii, 

247-73· 
14 F. W. Rudler, 'Fifty years' progress in British geology', Proc. Geol. Ass., 1887, X, 234-72. 
" T. R.Jones, 'The Geologists' Association: its origin and progress', Proc. Geol. Ass., t883, 

vii, 1-57. 1• See note (8). 
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botany twenty-two years earlier. And that it had not occurred till now in 
geology bespeaks a greater cohesiveness, perhaps attributable to the early 
lead given by the Geological Society in fostering cooperative work on 
a nation-wide basis 17 -in marked contrast to the long lethargic Linnean-as 
well as to the absence of any dispute in geology carried to lengths as bitter as 
that prolonged ostracism of J. E. Gray by the Linnaeans,18 and so to the 
absence: of any alternative nucleus of distinction around which a new body 
could cohere. Contrariwise, the appearance at this point of the very same 
pattern in geology bespeaks a similarly unbridgeable rift, the arrival at that 
crux where the discordancy of aims had grown too acute to be contained 
within a single corporate framework any longer. The out-and-out amateurs 
accordingly went one way, the out-and-out professionals another-even 
though, luckily, these were never to become more than polarities: a common 
allegiance to the field served to bridge the two groups and prevented any 
more than a partial cleavage. 

Indeed, as O'Connor and Meadows have recently reminded US,19 the 
development of a separate professional world was uniquely protracted in 
geology, largely thanks to the vigorous survival of this reverence for investi
gation out of doors. Geologists, virtually to a man, continued to believe that 
they were field men or they were nothing. It never occurred to them to copy 
the new wave of botanists and zoologists and seek to accentuate their new
ness by dismissing all such work as the stigma ofa discredited past. 

It is almost impossible for geologists, with their serene inheritance of the 
field tradition, to conceive of the hostility, even downright virulence, with 
which this was assailed and rejected by the upholders of the new laboratory 
creeds of the botany and zoology of the late Victorian period.20 Admittedly, 
the teaching of the rudiments of systematics had descended to a peculiar 
nadir of aridity at the hands of their professorial predecessors. Admittedly, 
old-style scholars like Babington at Cambridge did cling to their chairs and 
the coveted departmental funds with an exasperating stubbornness. Yet it is 
hard to accept that these frustrations warranted such a prolonged display of 
iconoclastic fury. And it was iconoclasm in very truth: much that was 
wilfully stamped upon was in its way of great value and for all too many 
years had no hope of being replaced. 

17 M. J. S. Rudwick, 'The fouudation of the Geological Society of London: itS scheme for 
cooperative research and its s(wggle for independence', Brit. J. Hist. Sa:, 1963, i, 324-55. 

" A. E. Gunther, A century of zoology at the British Museum thmugh the lives of two 
keepers, 1815-1914, London, 1975, p. 44; J. E. Gray, 'Sowerby's English botany',]. Botany, 
1872 , i, 374-5. 

19 J. G. O'Connor and A. J. Meadows, 'Specializa(ion and professionalization in British 
geology', Sac. Sr.ud. SCT., 1976, vi, 77~89. 

>0 F. O. Bower, Sixty yea" ofbotany In Britam (1875-1935): impression5 ofan eye-witness, 
London, 1938, provides the best insight imo [his. The subject is treated at greater length in 
chapter IX of my Tbe nat'iralLSt in Britain: a social h,srory, London, 1976, pp. 18<>-4
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Starved of professional inspiration, cut off from the flow of potentially 
invigorating new knowledge, field botany and zoology consequently stag
nated and remained almost wholly amateur studies. As a result, the image of 
mustiness which their detractors hastened to fasten on them came for a time 
all too uncomfortably close to the reality. Sapped, moreover, by sentimen
talism, which the scholarly element had become too enfeebled to keep 
suppressed, they acquired a reputation that was doubly unfortunate. 

All of this geology escaped. And the very fact that it did escape it, is 
conclusive testimony in itself that the break with the rest of natural history 
had by then become more or less complete. 

Ever since, geologists on the one hand and botanists and zoologists on the 
other have stared at one another across a chasm. The Geologists' Associa
tion and the Botanical Society of the British Isles, two of the largest bodies 
in their respective fields, have evolved along quite remarkably similar lines 
into structurally almost identical organizations-yet have only ever been in 
contact once, and then quite informally. Of the many general natural history 
societies that today exist in this country scarcely any even attempt to em
brace geology, let alone boast of a section specially devoted to it. Even in 
the avidly proselytising world of conservation there is doubt whether the 
bounds of natural history can now credibly be pushed out as far as this. 
'Some Trusts', runs a statement in a recent newsletter of the Society for the 
Promotion of Nature Conservation,21 'might even feel that geology is not 
within their brief.' However, it goes on, 'this would be unfortunate'. Only in 
the inherently antique world of museums, most of them local ones, has the 
old unity been granted preservation-and mummification might be a truer, 
if unkinder word for this. 

Yet, viewed from a different angle, the separation appears unreal, a mere 
artefact of just one conceptual scheme in particular. The landscape which 
has been depicted in this paper is a purely cognitive one: the positioning of 
the disciplines is their positioning merely from the standpoint of scientific 
knowledge. If, instead, they are viewed from the standpoint of social func
tion, we are confronted with a very different picture. Class geology as a field 
study, group it with the now-reinvigorated field aspects of zoology and 
botany-with ecology and ethology, with population genetics and experi
mental taxonomy-and what do we have but a contemporary cluster of 
ways ofdirectly investigating the environment which is no more and no less 
than an updated natural history? In this sense of a series of intrinsically 
cognate activities the old unity remains unchanged. Despite their divergence 
intellectually, the three disciplines still share a core of attitudes and func
tions, which has the effect of keeping them together. From the sensing of 

21 P. Toghill, 'Geological conservarion', Conservatwn Rev., 1976, no. 13, p. 2. 
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this truth, even though it eludes rational articulation, spring those continu
ing, puzzled moves to reassert the threeness of natural history. 

It has been traditional up to now for historians of science to subscribe 
exclusively to the cognitive scheme of things. But as the viewpoint of the 
social historian impinges, a shift to alternative forms ofcategorisation can be 
expected. To define disciplines in terms ofhow they are organised and of the 
modes in which those who belong to them carry out their work, instead of 
in terms of their particular siting within the landscape of knowledge, may 
even be more helpful for those who have to take the decisions for their 
institutional nurture and support. Sciences may march together in the pat
tern of their activities while standing far removed in the paradigms that 
bound them intellectually. To regard geology, therefore, as an integral part 
of a wider 'field science', over and above its existence as a discipline in itself, 
would seem to be as defensible as it may prove to be conceptually beneficial. 
For by looking at it as part of this other, wider whole, we may hope to arrive 
at a deeper understanding of it - no less than of natural history too. 
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